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ELEANOR ALBERGA
‘I’m always stumped when I’m asked what my music sounds like, or
what my style is, but two things are there in my life and in my music:
one is my Caribbean influence and this has to do with tonality and with
rhythms, and the other is extreme contemporary European music, and
my music always grows out of these two … Do I want people to hear my
so-called ‘identities’ in my music? No. My wish is that they hear good
music that communicates something human to them’.1
Voiced in a recent interview, these eloquent statements by Eleanor Alberga elucidate her
rich musical heritage and articulate both her aversion to being stereotyped by race and
gender, and, above all else, her keen desire to reach people through her works.
She was born in 1949 in Kingston, Jamaica. Her mother founded, and subsequently ran,
her own high school in Jamaica and believed passionately in the Arts. Consequently,
Eleanor was introduced to classical music at an early age. She was taken to concerts and
at the same time she began to assimilate a wide variety of music broadcast on the radio,
from folk music to classical, jazz and the varied culture of Jamaican pop music, including
ska and reggae. When she was five years old, she asked her mother for piano lessons and
very soon knew she wanted to be a musician. Her first compositions, all for piano, date
from around this time, and include the first piece she notated, entitled ‘Andy’, a musical
portrait of her Golden Labrador.
As a teenager she had piano lessons at the Jamaica School of Music and soon discovered
the works of Prokofiev and Messiaen and, above all, Bartók, a composer whose music
she fell in love with and who, she maintains, still exerts some influence upon her own
writing. Later on at the school of music she started singing lessons was invited to join
the Jamaican Folk Singers; having learned to play the guitar by ear, she accompanied the
singers and occasionally sang with them.
‘Eleanor Alberga: Identity and Aesthetic: Five British-Caribbean Composers’, curated by Clifton Harrison:
https://britishmusiccollection.org.uk/article/identity-aesthetic-five-british-caribbean-composers
1
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In 1968 she won the biennial Royal Schools of Music Scholarship for the West Indies,
which she took up two years later at the Royal Academy of Music in London, studying
piano and singing. After leaving the Academy, she began to forge a career as a concert
pianist,2 as well as working as a dancer with the semi-professional African dance company
Fontomfrom. In 1978 she joined the London Contemporary Dance Theatre as a pianist
and here her creative ambitions as a composer ignited as she was able to improvise for
the classes. The pulses and rhythms of the dance exercises excited her as much as the
spontaneity involved and her exceptional class improvisations led to pieces
commissioned and conceived for dance by the company, such as the piano quintet,
Clouds (1984). She left the LCDT in 1988 to concentrate on a freelance career as a
pianist and composer. For several years she played with Nanquidno (founded by
Graham Fitkin and consisting of four pianists using two keyboards) and wrote music for
the group, including Hill and Gully Ride (1990), a musical evocation of the Jamaican
landscape. She was also part of the duo Double Exposure with her husband the violinist
Thomas Bowes, for whom she composed The Wild Blue Yonder (1995) and No-Man’sLand Lullaby (1997).3
2001 was a turning point when she was awarded a NESTA Fellowship and chose to give
up her career as a concert pianist and concentrate full-time on composition. In 2010 she
co-founded, with her husband, the Arcadia festival: based in historic churches in the
picturesque North Herefordshire countryside, where they live, this annual event draws
upon a group of high-calibre instrumentalists to perform well-loved chamber and
instrumental repertoire as well as new music, some of which is provided by the composer
herself. Elected a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Music in 2020, she was awarded an
OBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours 2021 for services to British Music.
Her distinctive creative output encompasses instrumental, chamber and orchestral pieces,
as well as works for stage and film. With its vibrant rhythms, rich harmonies and
idiomatic writing for every instrument, her music has the authentic stamp of an
experienced performer and an accomplished executant. Each score is meticulously
crafted and directly expressive, born out of passionate commitment to communicate
2
3
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She was one of the finalists in the International Piano Competition in Dudley in 1974.
Both works are featured on a 2021 Navona Records release (NV6346).
SRCD 405 5

Early works for her own instrument such as Jamaican Medley (1983) and Fizz (1988)
became part of her repertoire. Two other piano pieces, If the Silver Bird could speak
(1996) and Only a wish away (1997), were written for Thalia Myers’ SPECTRUM
anthologies and recorded on the NMC label5.
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personally with her listeners. As she once wrote, ‘One of my compositional journeys
concerns combining all the various musical elements that are part of my life’.4

Her impressive output for chamber forces includes three string quartets. Written in 1993
for the Maggini Quartet, the first of these was inspired by a physics lecture; the second,
commissioned by the Smith Quartet and dating from 1994, is avowedly nonprogrammatic and conceived in a single, closely argued span, while the third, written for
the Maggini Quartet in 2001, is an expansive and wide-ranging four-movement
structure.6 Also scored for string quartet is the short, elegiac movement Remember (2000),
which is dedicated to the memory of her mother and poignantly alludes to the Jamaican
folk song ‘Come back Liza’. Among her other key chamber works are the evocative and
dynamic quartet for flute, oboe, cello and piano, Tiger Dream in Forest Green (2004);
Succubus Moon, for oboe and string quartet (2007), which subtly juxtaposes crepuscular
romanticism with more sinister elements, and Shining Gate of Morpheus, for horn and
string quartet (2012), a shadowy and inventive single-movement utterance of great
warmth and eloquence.7
Her scores for various instrumental ensembles include Dancing with the Shadow (1990),
for Lontano,8 Nightscape: The Horniman Serenade (1993), for the London Mozart Players,
On a Bat’s Back I do fly (2000) for Kokoro, and Langvad, for wind quintet and string
quintet, which was inspired by the Kirsten Kjaers Museum in Northwest Denmark and
received its UK premiere in 2015 at the Church of St Mary Magdalene, Leintwardine as
part of that year’s Arcadia Festival.
4
5
6
7
8

Thomas

Entry in eds. Sophie Fuller and Nicola LeFanu, ‘Reclaiming the Muse’. Contemporary Music Review (1994), Vol. 11, p.5.
Both works were recorded on the NMC label (NMCD057).
Navona Records NV6234 contains all three string quartets.
Succubus Moon and Shining Gate of Morpheus are featured on Navona Records NV6346.
Recorded on the Lorelt label (LNT103).
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Commissioned by the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, and Music Theatre Wales,
her opera, Letters of a Love Betrayed, was premiered in October 2009 at the Royal Opera
House’s Linbury Theatre with Mary Plazas in the lead role. Based on a short story by
Isabel Allende, this wide-ranging music-theatre piece is graced by the composer’s strong
sense of narrative, melodic flair and love of dance and folk music.
Alberga particularly enjoys writing for orchestra. Her substantial contributions to this
genre include Sun Warrior, premiered by the Chard Festival Women’s Orchestra
conducted by Odaline de la Martinez at the first Chard Festival of Women in Music in
1990; a dramatic adaptation of Roald Dahl’s Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, for large
orchestra and narrators, which was commissioned by the Roald Dahl Foundation,
written for the London Philharmonic Orchestra and first performed at the Royal Festival
Hall in 19949, and Mythologies, scored for large symphony orchestra and premiered in
June 2000 with Leonard Slatkin. In 2015 her commissioned orchestral work ARISE,
ATHENA! for the opening of the Last Night of the BBC Proms was seen and heard by
millions.
Among her most recent works are a trumpet concerto, Invocation, for the London
Schools Symphony Orchestra and Pacho Flores, Deep Blue Sea, a piece for soprano and
harp for the Hermes Experiment, and the piano solo Cwicseolfer for Isata Kanneh-Mason.
She is currently working on a Symphony ’Strata’, which is for the Brandon Hill Chamber
Orchestra in Bristol and the Meadows Orchestra in Edinburgh.
Alberga had wanted to write a work based on the Greek myth of Narcissus for some time,
as the plight of the young hunter who falls in love with his own reflection seemed to her
to say something fundamental about the human condition when love of self goes to
unhealthy extremes. The story had been known to her since childhood as one of her
mother’s favourite poets was Ovid, whose book of poems of transformations contains a
retelling of the ancient story. She was also influenced by the more recent rendering of
the myth by the poet Ted Hughes in his collection Tales from Ovid. Her intention was
not to write a detailed musical narrative portraying every turn of events, but rather to
catch the spirit of the original, with certain moments that listeners might identify along
the way.
9
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A recording was released on Orchid Classics (ORC100019).
SRCD 405 7

At one time Alberga conceived the piece as a concerto for viola. However, when the
opportunity to write a second violin concerto for Thomas Bowes was presented by a close
friend of the composer, Francis Hornak, everything fell into place and Violin Concerto
no. 2: Narcissus - A Perfect Pool, was completed in 2020 and premiered on 7 March
of that year on the eve of International Women’s Day in the intimate setting of the Red
Hall of the National Forum of Music, Wrocław, in Western Poland. Soloist Thomas
Bowes was joined by the NFM Leopoldinium Orchestra and conductor Joseph Swensen.
Modest, but judiciously applied, the orchestral forces required consist of flute (doubling
piccolo), clarinet (doubling bass clarinet), trumpet, timpani, percussion (one player:
vibraphone, suspended cymbal, tambourine, temple blocks, wind chimes, bass drum and
tam-tam), harp, piano and strings. Of these instruments, the score features prominent
roles for piano, harp, vibraphone and as well as solos for trumpet and woodwind, and
notable passages for divided strings.
The concerto is cast in one continuous movement and has the air of a dream-like tone
poem with the solo violin as the main protagonist. After a short, atmospheric preamble
setting the mood of the work, the soloist appears and establishes a commanding, preeminent role in the unfolding narrative, staying at the forefront of the events in practically
every bar of the rest of the piece. The first section, which sets out the work’s principal
ideas, gradually becomes more spirited and ends with an extended passage featuring a
sequence of octaves for solo violin. At mid-point, a slight increase in tempo sees the
appearance of a march-like section with tiny, muted brass fanfares and tambourine. This
martial idea recurs in varied form, juxtaposed with development of material from the first
section. After a powerful climax, events take a tragic turn with a poignant passage for the
solo instrument, distraught and inconsolable, with massive leaps in register, evoking
violent sobbing, perhaps. In the closing paragraphs the music becomes more measured
and introspective, and in the final bars, thanks to scordatura tuning on the soloist’s lowest
string, the violin descends slowly and deeply into silence.
The Soul’s Expression (2017), for baritone and strings was premiered on 23 July 2017
at Aberystwyth Arts Centre by soloist Jeremy Huw Williams and the Welsh Chamber
Orchestra conducted by Anthony Hose. The work was commissioned with funds from
the Performing Rights Society for Music Foundation ‘Women Make Music’, and this gave
SRCD 405 8

the composer the idea of using all female poets.
While searching for suitable texts to set, Alberga was especially pleased to discover that
one of her favourite writers, George Eliot, had written several poems. For the other texts
for her piece, she chose poems by Emily Brontë and Elizabeth Barrett Browning (who
grew up in Jamaica). These four poems appeared to the composer to sum up certain
elements of the human soul’s perceptions. Rather than create four free-standing
treatments of the text, she took the decision to arrange the songs within a framework of
contrasting abstract music that both paves the way for, and reacts to, the poetry settings.
These interludes all feature a quote from George Eliot’s novel Adam Bede and therefore
create a rondo-like structure between each song, until finally, in the last song, the vocal
setting and abstract instrumental music come together.
A setting of The Soul’s Expression for baritone and piano was composed by Alberga at the
same time as the string orchestral version recorded here.10 Such is the translucent
delicacy of her accompaniments, that there is no loss of intimacy in the score for larger
forces and a gain in warmth from the rich and variegated string textures in which the
recurring material is clothed.
Alberga had considered the possibility of writing a violin concerto for some time before
she was commissioned to write one, but she adhered to her customary working method
of biding her time until the right moment came for all the ideas in her imagination to take
shape to allow a full-fledged composition to emerge. The result, her Violin Concerto
no. 1 (2001) was premiered in concerts in St. Andrews (29 November 2001) and
Edinburgh (1 December 2001) by Thomas Bowes, for whom the solo part was written,
with the Scottish Chamber Orchestra under Joseph Swensen.
Her previous orchestral works had a strong programmatic element and with this concerto
Alberga wanted to remove herself from any obvious extra-musical associations in order
to explore fully the drama of the relationship between the solo violin and the orchestra
and its ability as a single voice to dominate, and to engage in dialogues with, the massed
forces. She was also drawn to the capacity of the violin to suggest an almost human
vulnerability.
10
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Featuring baritone Jeremy Huw Williams and pianist Paul Fan on the Lorelt label (LNT143).
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The concerto is scored for chamber orchestral forces of two flutes, two oboes, two
clarinets (second doubling bass clarinet), two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, timpani,
percussion, piano and strings. The piano has a key role to play in the piece and features
prominently in the orchestral exposition at the start of the work. The piano’s significant
contribution to the score is a heartfelt tribute by the composer to the happy times she
spent with Bowes performing as the duo, Double Exposure.
Like the composer’s first string quartet, her Violin Concerto no.1 has a traditional,
late-Classical three-movement structure.
The composer Joseph Horovitz once
memorably described this time-honoured format as favouring the listener ‘first in the head,
then in the heart, and finally in the toes’,11 and broadly speaking, his description may be
applied to Alberga’s score.
Marked ‘Moderato’, the dramatic opening movement begins with an orchestral section
that introduces the main material for the rest of the piece. After a vigorous climax, the
music recedes and the solo violin appears, ushering in an entirely different mood and this
contrast in expression is preserved throughout the movement. The solo line may be
characterised as a lone voice amidst the multitudes, while the orchestral material remains
uncompromising and largely impervious to the soloist. In the build-up to the central
cadenza, the soloist seems to be gaining some headway in influencing the other players,
with the first violin section joining the solo violin in a sweeping line. After the cadenza,
there occurs a steady increase in tension, complementing the example in the movement’s
introductory paragraph. This weighty build-up ultimately overpowers the solo violin.
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Ushered in by the soloist, the lyrical, introspective central Adagio has the evocative title,
‘Requiem pour une maison’, a reference to an ultimately unfulfilled dream of Alberga and
Bowes to buy a house in the South of France in the early 1990s. Though this movement
explores a different aspect of the relationship between soloist and orchestra, it appears to
reinforce the feeling of detachment and disengagement between the two protagonists.
The solo line weaves around and through the orchestral textures, with an improvisatory
freedom, while the orchestra appears subdued and unyielding, giving out a simple
accompaniment to the soloist’s song.
11

CD booklet notes to ‘Joseph Horovitz: Music for Brass Band’ (Polyphonic DPRL 901D).
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The Allegro finale brings us down to earth in a display of high spirits. In this movement
soloist and orchestra share material in acknowledgement of each other. There are
allusions to material from the preceding movements and there is another cadenza, very
lightly accompanied. The work ends with dancing and good humour, a far cry from the
atmosphere of alienation and ‘otherness’ that dominated the opening movement.
Thomas Bowes recently expressed his delight to the present writer that he should have
two such fine and contrasting concerts written for him, also admitting that he couldn’t
wait for other soloists to take these pieces into their repertoire, so this challenging and
rewarding music can be heard through other instrumentalists’ interpretations.12 Both
concertos exploit to great advantage different aspects of Bowes’ virtuosity and gift for
characterisation and they are also enhanced by a sensitive and imaginative approach to
shifting relationships between soloist and orchestral forces. This release offers an
invaluable record of Eleanor Alberga’s notable additions to the violin concerto
repertory as portrayed by their dedicatee and original interpreter and, inevitably
perhaps, the soloist’s major contributions have the ring of authenticity. Yet, to echo
Bowes’ sentiments, it is also to be hoped that the music’s wider dissemination through
these recordings will encourage other players to offer their own insights on the
composer’s searching and compelling solo lines.
Paul Conway 2022
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I. George Eliot: Blue Wings
Warm whisp'ring through the slender olive leaves
Came to me a gentle sound,
Whis'pring of a secret found
In the clear sunshine 'mid the golden sheaves:
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Said it was sleeping for me in the morn,
Called it gladness, called it joy,
Drew me on 'Come hither, boy.'
To where the blue wings rested on the corn.
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I thought the gentle sound had whispered true
Thought the little heaven mine,
Leaned to clutch the thing divine,
And saw the blue wings melt within the blue!
George Eliot: from Adam Bede
Let evil words die as soon as they are spoken.
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II. Emily Brontë: The Sun Has Set
The sun has set, and the long grass now
Waves dreamily in the evening wind;
And the wild bird has flown from that old gray stone
In some warm nook a couch to find.
In all the lonely landscape round
I see no light and hear no sound,
Except the wind that far away
Come sighing o'er the healthy sea.
Eliot/Alberga
Let evil die soon

III. George Eliot: Roses
You love the roses - so do I. I wish
The sky would rain down roses, as they rain
From off the shaken bush. Why will it not?
Then all the valley would be pink and white
And soft to tread on. They would fall as light
As feathers, smelling sweet; and it would be
Like sleeping and like waking, all at once!
Eliot/Alberga
Die evil Die
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IV. Elizabeth Barrett Browning:
The Soul’s Expression
With stammering lips and insufficient sound
I strive and struggle to deliver right
That music of my nature, day and night
With dream and thought and feeling interwound
And inly answering all the senses round
With octaves of a mystic depth and height
Which step out grandly to the infinite
From the dark edges of the sensual ground.
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This song of soul I struggle to outbear
Through portals of the sense, sublime and whole,
And utter all myself into the air:
But if I did it,--as the thunder-roll
Breaks its own cloud, my flesh would perish there,
Before that dread apocalypse of soul.
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Eliot/Alberga
There! They're spoken!!
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Thomas Bowes is one of the UK’s finest violinists. His concerto appearances in
Europe and the USA have included highly praised performances of concertos by Elgar,
Britten, Szymanowski, Walton and Eleanor Alberga. He is very active in the realm of
cinema, and millions have heard him on the soundtracks of his 200+ film credits.
SRCD 405 6
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Tom’s recording of the complete Bach Sonatas and Partitas was released in 2018 on the
Navona label to great critical acclaim. Laurence Vittes in Gramophone Magazine
noting it was ‘deeply human…unusually communicative…a succession of miracles.’
His ‘Bach Pilgrimage’ is now a feature of every season and future events will take him
all over the world. In 2019 Tom was given a ‘Sebastian Award’ by the Ars Ante Portas
Civic Association of Bratislava, Slovakia for his ‘Extraordinary contribution in
maintaining public appreciation of the work of J S Bach’.
Navona also released Tom’s recording of the complete Ysaye solo Sonatas in 2020.
Critics noted a depth of interpretation and characterisation. The recording was
nominated for the solo instrumental category of the International Classical Music
Awards. A recording of the complete Telemann Fantasias has just been released on the
Navona label.
Between 1988 and 1993 he was the founding leader of the Maggini String Quartet and
together with his wife, the composer and pianist Eleanor Alberga, he formed the duo
Double Exposure in 1995. The duo toured extensively with concerts and broadcasts in
the USA and Europe and together they made a major tour of China in 1997, winning
the hearts of their audiences wherever they played. They returned to China in
November 2019.
Tom had been a constant advocate of Alberga’s music and has given first performances
of many of her works including her two violin concertos. Between 2003 and 2015 he
was the Artistic Director of the Langvad Chamber Music Jamboree in Denmark. More
recently, with Alberga, he founded the music festival ‘Arcadia’ in north Herefordshire,
England.
Tom is privileged to own and play a violin by one of the great Cremonese makers - a
splendid 1659 Nicolo Amati.
www.thomasbowes.com
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Morgan Pearse is already established as one of the most exciting baritones of his
generation. A member of the Houston Grand Opera Studio he sang the roles Papageno
(The Magic Flute), Yamadori (Madame Butterfly), Anthony (Sweeney Todd) and the
cover of Guglielmo (Cosi fan tutte). He made his UK debut at English National Opera
singing Figaro / Barber of Seville and was immediately reinvited to sing the role again

SRCD 405 4
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in a future season. His operatic engagements have included Figaro / Le nozze di Figaro,
Papageno / Die Zauberflöte and Araspe / Tolomeo all for the Badisches Staatstheater
in Karlsruhe, Sid / Albert Herring for the Buxton Festival, Figaro in Corigliano’s
Ghosts of Versailles for Wolftrap Opera in Virginia, Belcore / L’Elisir d’Amore and
Figaro / Barbiere for New Zealand Opera and the State Opera of South Australia, Ned
Keene / Peter Grimes in a concert performance with the Auckland Philharmonia,
Figaro / nozze for the Opernhaus Zurich as well as covering the role of Billy Budd for
the Bolshoi. He has sung concert performances of Maseto / Don Giovanni, Papageno
/ Die Zauberflöte and Polyphemus / Acis and Galatea all at the Tchaikovsky Hall in
Moscow. Concert highlights include a solo recital at Wigmore Hall, appearances as
soloist with the Birmingham Philharmonic, Moscow Musica Viva Chamber Orchestra,
the orchestra of the Opernhaus in Zurich, Netherlands Radio Philharmonic Orchestra,
Hallé Orchestra, Gabrieli Consort, Academy of Ancient Music, Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra, Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra at the Newbury Festival, Huddersfield
Choral Society, King’s College Choir Cambridge and Messiah with the Tasmanian,
West Australian and Adelaide Symphony Orchestras.

R

Stu

Morgan Pearse studied at the Royal College of Music International Opera School,
where he won the prestigious Lies Askonas Prize. He was selected by YCAT in 2013
and won the Gold Medal at the Royal Over-Seas League Competition. He won the
Cesti competition in 2016 and has since appeared regularly at the Innsbruck Festival
for Early Music.
www.morganpearse.co.uk
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Joseph Swensen is Artistic Director
of the NFM Leopoldinum Orchestra
(Wroclaw), Conductor Emeritus of the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra and
Principal Guest Conductor of the
Orquesta Ciudad de Granada.
During his nine-year tenure with the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, Swensen
and the orchestra toured extensively in
the US, UK, Europe and the Far East.
They performed together at the Mostly
Mozart
Festival
in
New
York,
Tanglewood and Ravinia Festivals, the
BBC Proms, the Barbican and the
Amsterdam Concertgebouw. As Principal
Conductor of the Malmö Opera in
Sweden, Swensen conducted several
highly acclaimed productions of rarelystaged works.
Before launching his conducting career in
the mid-1990s, Swensen enjoyed a highly
successful career as a violin soloist making
a number of notable recordings including
the Beethoven violin concerto with André
Prévin and the Sibelius violin concerto
with Jukka Pekka Saraste. With a special
interest in exploring and developing the
art of play-direct he created, with the
Orchestre de Chambre de Paris, the first
‘Paris Play-Direct Academy’ in 2011.
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A multifaceted musician, Joseph Swensen is an active composer and orchestrator. His
most notable compositions include Shizue (2001) for solo shakuhachi and orchestra,
and the Sinfonia-Concertante for Horn and Orchestra (The Fire and the Rose) (2008) as
well as Sinfonietta (2017) for strings and synthesizer. And his orchestrations include
Nielsen’s G minor quartet, Four Movements for Orchestra (1888) as well as arrangements
for string orchestras of Beethoven String Quartet op.131 and Debussy String Quartet.
A sought-after pedagogue, Joseph Swensen teaches conducting, violin and chamber
music at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland in Glasgow, while he and Victoria
Swensen present year-round workshops and offer residencies for chamber-music,
conducting and instrumental study at their 250-year old, farmhouse in Vermont.
An American of Norwegian and Japanese descent, Joseph Swensen was born in
Hoboken, New Jersey and grew up in Harlem, New York City.
www.victoriarowsell.co.uk
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